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I Hugs and Quiches

Endlessly customizable, a quiche is the

perfect dish for breakfast, brunch, lunch or

dinner. Don’t let the fancy French name

fool you—this savory tart is quick to put

together and calls for basic ingredients like

eggs, milk and cheese, plus the proteins or

vegetables of your choosing. For

convenience, you can use a frozen pie

crust and prepare the quiche the day

before you plan to serve it. A quiche is a

great method of sneaking in veggies, and
mini versions, made in a muffin tin, are fun

for all ages to eat!

It’s Outta Here!

A ballpark can be considered “home run

friendly" based on several factors, such as

field dimensions and climate! Sports

analysts have named Coors Field, home of
the Colorado Rockies, the best MLB

ballpark to hit a dinger, thanks to the large

outfield and mountain altitude that helps fly
balls soar farther.
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Think back and remember your most

memorable teachers. How did they inspire

you to become the person you are today?

Share your gratitude for educators past and

present on the first Tuesday in May,

National Teacher Day.

teacher affects eternity; he can
never tell where his influence stops.”

—Henry Adams

Thinking of Mom

Mother’s Day is the time to give thanks

to moms, grandmothers and other special
women in our lives. If cards and flowers

aren’t your style, there are plenty of other

ways to show your appreciation. Share a

list of favorite memories, make her a

playlist of meaningful songs, treat her to an

at-home spa day, or bake her a batch of

cookies. Whatever you do. she will cherish

the fact you thought of her.

You’re the Man!

A father’s job is to be the answerer of

tough questions, the killer of spiders and

other bugs, the fixer of broken household

objects and the occasional shoulder to cry
on. We would like to let all the fathers,

grandfathers and fathers-to-be in our

community know that we appreciate you.

Happy Father’s Day!

The Crown
Villa Team
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Casey Curry
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Assistant Manager
Andrea Gorisek
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Technician

Nigel Cooper

Month of Mystery
The air is rife with suspenseful tension and

eerie feelings, and we hope you have a solid alibi
because May is National Mystery Month. Booklist,
a publication by the American Library Association,
established this holiday in 2009. Get in the spirit
by curling up with a cozy mystery novel, watching
your favorite thriller or hosting a whodunit
game night.
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Say It With Flowers

Flowers are a popular gift, and

there’s more to picking out an

arrangement than you might think.

Almost every flower has a hidden

meaning attached to its petals.
In the 1800s, flowers were often

used to send messages, and many

people kept floral guidebooks in their

homes. What perfumed words could

you send with your bouquets?
Roses. These timeless beauties

can have many meanings depending

on their color. Classic red symbolizes

romantic love; sunny yellow shows

friendship or jealousy; pink hues can

signify gratitude or sympathy: and

white stands for innocence or secrecy.

Gerbera daisies. Large

and friendly, these blossoms

represent cheerfulness due to their

many bright-colored variations,

innocence and beauty are also

associated with this floral gift.

Tulips. Elegant and classic,

this springtime favorite represents

comfort and happiness. Like roses,

tulips can have different meanings

connected to various colors: purple

for royalty, red for love, white for
forgiveness and yellow for cheer.

Sunflowers. Legend says that

Spanish explorers thought they had

found gold when they first saw fields of

sunflowers, and these happy blooms

are still valued today as symbols of

warmth, adoration and longevity.

Peonies. During Victorian times,

this flower was sometimes given

to show anger! But in modern

day, peonies are connected to

a happy life and marriage.

A Dash of Derby Details

The first Saturday in May hosts

the longest-running sporting event

in the country, the Kentucky Derby.

Since 1875, jockeys and their horses

have been gathering at the Churchill
Downs racecourse in Louisville for

a 1 1/4-mile dash to the finish line.

Saddle up for these fun facts about

the competition:

●  Thoroughbreds that enter the

race must be 3 years old.

●  A blanket of roses is draped

over the winner, providing
the race’s famous nickname

“The Run for the Roses.”

Made of more than 400 roses,

the blanket weighs about

40 pounds.

●  Because of the typical time
it takes a horse to run the

course, another moniker for

the race is “The Most Exciting

Two Minutes in Sports.”
●  Secretariat, who won the

race in 1973, still holds the

record for the fastest Derby
finish at 1:59.4. The 2010 film

“Secretariat” tells the inspiring
tale about the horse and his

owner, Penny Chenery.
●  Horse names cannot exceed

18 characters or contain

horse terms, such as “filly”
or “stallion.”

●  The current purse for the Derby
is $3 million, with $1.86 million

going to the first-place winner.

●  Starting lanes No. 5 and No. 10
are the luckiest. Riders in these

posts have won more times
than those in other lanes.

●  The mid-1960s brought a new

tradition for women attending

the event—wearing large,

fancy hats.

●  The 1892 Kentucky Derby only

saw three horses race; today,

20 horses compete.

●  The official drink of the Derby

is the mint julep.

extended time outdoors, you should

steer toward SPF 30 or higher. Choose

a sunscreen that protects against

UVA {rays that cause tanning and

premature aging) and DVB (rays that

cause sunburn).

Clothing choice is the easiest

protection against harmful UV
radiation, since there is no need for

reapplication. UPF is the Ultraviolet

Protection Factor for clothing. UPF 30-

49 is considered very good protection,

and 50-plus is excellent. Just because

an item of clothing is missing a UPF

label doesn’t mean it won’t help protect

your skin, though. Dark or brightly

colored, densely woven fabrics—such

as denim, canvas, wool or synthetic

fiber—are prime choices for protection.

Unbleached cotton, polyester and

lightweight satin or silk all provide good

defense against UV rays. Sunglasses

and hats with 3-inch brims are helpful

for shading your eyes and the sensitive

skin of your face and neck.

Stay Sun Safe

With summer right around the

corner, we can expect warmer weather

and longer, brighter days. Keep in mind

that while UV rays are their strongest

between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., active

sun-safe practices are important all

day long. If your shadow is shorter

than you are, then you should
seek shade.

Wear sunscreen every day to

reduce the risk of skin cancer—doing

so can lower the chances of squamous

cell carcinoma by 40% and melanoma

by 50%. A daily use sunscreen with

SPF 15 is sufficient, but if you spend
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“Green is the prime color of the
world, and that from which its

loveliness arises.”
—Pedro Calderon de la Barca

Nature’s first green is gold.
—Robert FrostRigatoni With Italian Sausage

and Spinach
Ingredients: “Green is the fresh emblem of well-

founded hopes. In blue the spirit can
wander, but in green it can rest.”

—Mary Webb

8 ounces rigatoni pasta
1 tablespoon olive oil
1/2 cup onions, chopped
4 cloves garlic, minced
1/2 cup mushrooms, sliced
16 ounces ground
Italian sausage
1 jar {24 ounces)

A Guide to Soft Skills
Not all jobs require the same

knowledge or technical skills, but
something they do have in common
is the need for soft skills. Also called
people skills, this term refers to
personal traits that affect how you
work, as well as how you interact with
others. Examples of soft skills include
creativity, teamwork and organization.

Unlike technical skills, which are
usually acquired through formal
schooling or training, soft skills are
more likely to be picked up through
experience. They’re not as easy to
define as knowledge-based skills
that have a clear right or wrong.
But they are just as important, if
not more so, than technical skills,
and can be applied to nearly every
situation—not only in the workplace.

When surveyed by career experts,
a staggering 93% of employers said
soft skills play a critical role in their
hiring process, and they want to see
these skills listed on resumes. In a
cover letter or interview, talk about a
couple of your strongest soft skills and
how you’ve used them in the past.

A list of employers’ most desired
soft skills include communication,
time management, problem-solving,
flexibility and a self-driven work
ethic. Seek out opportunities where
you can develop your soft skills
further, such as with a volunteer
group, career-building workshops
and in personal relationships.

Life expectancy would grow by leaps
and bounds if green vegetables

smelled as good as bacon.”
—Doug Larsonmarinara sauce

2 cups fresh baby spinach
Salt and pepper, to taste
Parmesan cheese, for garnish

‘Scrub and polish, sweep and clean
fling your windows wide!

See, the trees are clad in green!
Coax the spring inside!”

—Louise Bennett Weaver and
Helen Cowles LeCron

Directions:
Bring a large pot of water to boil.

Add pasta and cook following package
instructions. Drain pasta and set aside.

In a separate pan, warm olive oil
over medium heat. Add onions, garlic
and mushrooms. Saute until vegetables
begin to soften. Add Italian sausage
and cook until done, breaking meat into
small pieces. Add marinara sauce and
bring to a low boil.

Add baby spinach and cook until
mostly wilted. Season with salt and
pepper. Add drained pasta to pan
and toss to coat. Garnish individual
servings with Parmesan cheese.

Find more recipes at
Bertolli.com.

"Green calm below,
blue quietness above.”

—John Greenleaf Whittier

I just need green. I need to wake up
and see grass and squirrels.”

—Andre Leon Talley

“Never stay up on the barren heights
of cleverness, but come down into the

green valleys of silliness."
—Ludwig Wittgenstein

‘Keep a green tree in your heart and
perhaps the singing bird will come.”

—Chinese proverb

For still there are so many things that
I have never seen:

In every wood in every spring
there is a different green."

—J.R.R. Tolkien
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Rent Is Late
Oh, No! Late Fees
Begin Today

Don’t Miss It! Last

Day to Pay Rent
Before Late Fees
Begin!

Rent Is Due Happy Birthday
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Happy Birthday
Joseph Flynn!
Have You
Renewed Your
Lease?

Happy Birthday
Patricia Anscombe! Happy Birthday

Rachel Matte!
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Happy Birthday
Andrea Weldon!

Happy Birthday
David Germany!
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Mary Elmore!
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Happy Birthday
Janet Vaughn!

Happy Birthday
Reginald Sirmons!
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Don’t Say
Goodbye!
Stop by Today to
Renew Your
Lease
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Take Care! Rent Is Due

Happy Birthday
Teresa Jamison!It’s National Safety Month
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Don’t Miss It! Last
Day to Pay Rent
Before Late Fees

Begin!

Rent Is Late
Oh, No! Late Fees
Begin Today

Have You
Renewed Your
Lease?
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Happy Birthday
Kelvin Hughes!
Happy Birthday
Joshua Adams!

JUNE Happy Birthday
Bruce Wheeler!
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Don’t Say
Goodbye!
Stop by Today to
Renew Your
Lease

Happy Birthday
Ralph Cowart!
Happy Birthday
Nicholas Pena!

Happy Birthday
Jovita Cowart!

Happy Birthday
Zandria Bivens! HURRICANE
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